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Terms and conditions for “3Education x Samsung Exclusive Offers” 
 

5G SIM Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 24/36 months contract. The original price of $148 monthly plan is $228 with a $80 
monthly rebate within contract period. Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 15GB local data, 5GB bonus data and “4.5G Infinity Data 
Pack Service” during contract period. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon expiry of the contract period of 
the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

Customers subscribed above 5G SIM Plan are entitled to add-on below mobile phone and tablet by paying 24/36 months installment, credit card 
auto-pay and prepayment is required: 

• Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra 512: $408/$272 monthly, or $9,792 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A53 5G: $147/$98 monthly, or $3,528 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A33 5G: $112/$75 monthly, or $2,688 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A22 5G: $75/$50 monthly, or $1,800 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab Active 3: $143/$95 monthly, or $3,420 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (2022 Edition) : $120/$80 monthly, or $2,880 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE: $204/$136 monthly, or $4,896 as one-off purchase as an alternative 

5G SIM + Galaxy A53 Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $243 monthly plan is $228 with 
a $80 monthly rebate within contract period and a $95 monthly add-on price for Samsung Galaxy A53 in 36 months. The 5G SIM + Galaxy A53 Plan 
includes 1 main SIM and a Samsung Galaxy A53 (SRP $3,998). Selected customers subscribed above 5G SIM Plan are entitled to have a Samsung 
Galaxy Buds 2 (SRP $1,298), and Knox Guard Service 36 months (SRP $40). Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 15GB local data, 5GB 
bonus data and “4.5G Infinity Data Pack Service” during contract period. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. 
Upon expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

5G SIM + Galaxy Tab S7 FE Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $284 monthly plan is $228 
with a $80 monthly rebate within contract period and a $136 monthly add-on price for Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE in 36 months. The 5G SIM + Galaxy 
Tab S7 FE Plan includes 1 main SIM and a Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE (SRP $5,388). Selected customers subscribed above 5G SIM Plan are entitled to 
have extra 2 years warranty for Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE (SRP $318), a Samsung Galaxy Buds 2 (SRP $1,298), and Knox Guard Service 36 months 
(SRP $40) Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 15GB local data, 5GB bonus data and “4.5G Infinity Data Pack Service” during contract 
period. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue 
to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

5G multi SIM + Galaxy A53 + Galaxy Tab S7 FE Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $469 
monthly plan is $318 with a $80 monthly rebate within contract period, a $95 monthly add-on price and a $136 monthly add-on price for Samsung 
Galaxy A53 and Samsung Galaxy S7 FE in 36 months. The 5G multi SIM + Mobile Phone + Tablet Plan includes 1 main SIM, 2 secondary SIM, a Samsung 
Galaxy A53 (SRP $3,998), and a Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE (SRP $5,388). Customers are entitled to subscribe additional secondary SIM at $80 per 
month each or additional secondary SIM at $120 per month with extra 20GB bonus data. The upper limit would be 1 main SIM and 4 secondary SIMs. 
All secondary SIMs share the local data entitlement and voice minutes with main SIM. Selected customers subscribed above 5G multi SIM + Mobile 
Phone + Tablet Plan are entitled to have extra 2 years warranty for Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE (SRP $318), a Samsung Galaxy Buds 2 (SRP $1,298), and 
Knox Guard Service 36 months (SRP $40). Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 100GB local data, 50GB bonus data and “4.5G Infinity Data 
Pack Service” during contract period. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon expiry of the contract period of 
the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

5G multi SIM + Galaxy A53 + Galaxy Tab S6 Lite Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $413 
monthly plan is $318 with a $80 monthly rebate within contract period, a $95 monthly add-on price and a $80 monthly add-on price for Samsung 
Galaxy A53 and Samsung Galaxy S6 Lite in 36 months. The 5G multi SIM + Mobile Phone + Tablet Plan includes 1 main SIM, 2 secondary SIM, a 
Samsung Galaxy A53 (SRP $3,998), and a Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (SRP $3,488). Customers are entitled to subscribe additional secondary SIM at 
$80 per month each or additional secondary SIM at $120 per month with extra 20GB bonus data. The upper limit would be 1 main SIM and 4 secondary 
SIMs. All secondary SIMs share the local data entitlement and voice minutes with main SIM. Selected customers subscribed above 5G multi SIM + 
Mobile Phone + Tablet Plan are entitled to have extra 2 years warranty for Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (SRP $318), a Samsung Galaxy Buds 2 (SRP 
$1,298), and Knox Guard Service 36 months (SRP $40)Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 100GB local data, 50GB bonus data and 
“4.5G Infinity Data Pack Service” during contract period. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon expiry of the 
contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 
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“4.5G Infinity Data Pack Service”: Once the mobile data usage reaches the data entitlement of your monthly service plan, data service will continue 
subject to the maximum download speed of 4.5G network but less network resources will be allocated according to network condition which may 
affect your data service experience until the cut-off date of the relevant bill cycle. Upon expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue 
to provide the service at a monthly fee of $238 for “4.5G Infinity Data Pack” respectively unless customer terminates the Service. To terminate the 
Service, customer must notify by calling the 3Business Services Hotline 1039 not less than 7 days before the then current statement cut-off date. 

 

The above offers are only applicable to new numbers of mobile number porting. 

The above offers are only applicable during the contract period. 

Customers are entitled to enjoy unlimited local voice minutes within contract period. 

The above mentioned monthly plans are only applicable to dedicated customers. 

If customers would like to terminate the contract or change the service plan (Not including service plan with higher value), liquidated damage charges 
have to be paid and all rebates and discounts will be canceled with immediate effect. No refunds will be available. 

Plan entitlements are only applicable within current month bill, no entitlement rolling will be provided and remaining entitlements will be vanished. 

Unless specially specified, all plan entitlements are for local use only. Please visit our website for roaming and IDD details. 

Gifts are available while stock last. 
 

Hutchison Telephone Company Limited “3HK” holds the right to terminate or change this monthly plan, discounts, terms and conditions without 
notification. 3HK holds the final decision if there is any dispute. 

Terms and Conditions apply. Please contact your account manager for more details. 
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4.5G SIM Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 24/36 months contract. The original price of $118 monthly plan is $168 with a $50 
monthly rebate within contract period. Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 5GB local data and 2GB bonus data during contract period. 
When monthly mobile data usage exceeds the fair data usage of the monthly plan entitlement, data service will continue, but the thereafter data 
access speed (upload and download) will be restricted to not more than 42Mbps. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill 
month. Upon expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

Customers subscribed above 4.5G SIM Plan are entitled to add-on below mobile phone and tablet by paying 24/36 months installment, credit card 
auto-pay and prepayment is required: 

• Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra 512: $408/$272 monthly, or $9,792 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A53 5G: $147/$98 monthly, or $3,528 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A33 5G: $112/$75 monthly, or $2,688 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy A22 5G: $75/$50 monthly, or $1,800 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab Active 3: $143/$95 monthly, or $3,420 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (2022 Edition) : $120/$80 monthly, or $2,880 as one-off purchase as an alternative 
• Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 FE: $204/$136 monthly, or $4,896 as one-off purchase as an alternative 

4.5G SIM + Galaxy Tab A7 Lite Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $162 monthly plan is 
$168 with a $50 monthly rebate within contract period and a $44 monthly add-on price for Samsung Galaxy A7 Lite in 36 months. The 4.5G SIM + 
Galaxy Tab A7 Lite Plan includes 1 main SIM and a Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 Lite (SRP $1,688). Selected customers subscribed above 4.5G SIM Plan are 
entitled to have extra 2 years warranty for Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 Lite (SRP $318), a Samsung Galaxy Buds 2 (SPR $1,298), and Knox Guard Service 
36 months (SRP $40). Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 5GB local data and 2GB bonus data during contract period. When monthly 
mobile data usage exceeds the fair data usage of the monthly plan entitlement, data service will continue, but the thereafter data access speed 
(upload and download) will be restricted to not more than 42Mbps. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon 
expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

4.5G SIM + Galaxy Tab S6 Lite Plan: Selected customers are required to subscribe in 36 months contract. The original price of $198 monthly plan is 
$168 with a $50 monthly rebate within contract period and a $80 monthly add-on price for Samsung Galaxy S6 Lite in 36 months. The 4.5G SIM + 
Galaxy Tab S6 Lite Plan includes 1 main SIM and a Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (SRP $3,488). Selected customers subscribed above 4.5G SIM Plan are 
entitled to have extra 2 years warranty for Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite (SRP $318), a Samsung Galaxy Buds 2 (SRP $1,298), and Knox Guard Service 
36 months (SRP $40). Plan entitlement within contract period includes a 5GB local data and 2GB bonus data during contract period. When monthly 
mobile data usage exceeds the fair data usage of the monthly plan entitlement, data service will continue, but the thereafter data access speed 
(upload and download) will be restricted to not more than 42Mbps. Any unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. Upon 
expiry of the contract period of the Service, 3HK will continue to provide the Service basic on data entitlement of the service plan. 

The above offers are only applicable to new numbers of mobile number porting. 

The above offers are only applicable during the contract period. 

Customers are entitled to enjoy unlimited local voice minutes within contract period. 

The above mentioned monthly plans are only applicable to dedicated customers. 

If customers would like to terminate the contract or change the service plan (Not including service plan with higher value), liquidated damage charges 
have to be paid and all rebates and discounts will be canceled with immediate effect. No refunds will be available. 

Plan entitlements are only applicable within current month bill, no entitlement rolling will be provided and remaining entitlements will be vanished. 

Unless specially specified, all plan entitlements are for local use only. Please visit our website for roaming and IDD details. 

Gifts are available while stocks last. 
 

Hutchison Telephone Company Limited “3HK” holds the right to terminate or change this monthly plan, discounts, terms and conditions without 
notification. 3HK holds the final decision if there is any dispute. 

Terms and Conditions apply. Please contact your account manager for more details. 


